ELECT
RACHEL WATTERS

NUS WOMEN'S OFFICER 2019-20
Hi, I’m Rachel and I’m running to be your NUS UK Women’s Officer! As the NUS-USI Women’s Officer
representing women students in Northern Ireland, I launched the Trust Us campaign for the decriminalisation of
abortion in Northern Ireland, co-created the Home to V8te solidarity campaign to support the repealing of the 8th
Amendment and submitted responses on behalf of NUS-USI to public consultations on the handling of serious
sexual offences and the impact of draconian NI abortion laws respectively. As a Law student at Queen’s
University Belfast, I have organised an International Women’s Day demonstration by students and UCU members
and co-written motions on the decriminalisation of sex work and abortion which form current policy at QUBSU.
It would be an honour to continue organising in NUS as your National Women’s Officer!

Experience
- NUS-USI Women's Officer (2018-19)
- Deputy Chair of Project Choice QUBSU (2017-18)
- Organised student bloc at Belfast IWD Rally (2019)
- Speaker at Reclaim the Night Belfast (2018)

SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND
HARASSMENT
Our spaces of education remain unsafe for students when
institutional responses to sexual violence are inconsistent, fail
to meet the needs of survivors, and fail to implement
accountability for perpetrators.
If elected, I will:
Continue fighting to improve consent and healthy
relationships education for students across further and
higher education.
Implement the FE sexual violence survey
recommendations and continue working to tackle sexual
harassment in colleges and sixth forms.
Continue implementing the Women’s Campaign’s StaffStudent Sexual Misconduct Research recommendations
and work with the NUS LGBT+ Campaign to address the
prevalence of sexual harassment towards lesbian and bi
women.
Produce a handbook for students and Students Unions on
how to challenge institutions’ inadequate responses to
rape culture, by collating testimonies from experienced
activists and drawing on Scotland’s Equally Safe strategy.
Work with the NUS VP HE and Students Unions to
demand that Universities UK strengthen accountability
measures for universities’ inadequate responses to sexual
violence and harassment.
Develop specific guidance for Student Unions on handling
sexual harassment and assault perpetrated by Student
Union Officers.

“Rachel is an activist with a demonstrated
commitment to reproductive justice, ranging from
fighting for the decriminalisation of abortion to actively
supporting the student maternity rights campaign.
Rachel can be trusted to continue the transformative
work of the Women’s Campaign, and I can't wait to
work with her to see what she can achieve as our
National Women’s Officer! For the continuation of a
radical, empowering, and collectively-oriented
women’s campaign - without hesitation, Rachel has
my vote."

Sophia Moreau,
Women's Officer
Birkbeck Students' Union

REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE
The US-based women of colour collective SisterSong
defines reproductive justice as the “human right to
maintain personal bodily autonomy, have children, not
have children, and parent the children we have in safe
and sustainable communities”.
As an abortion rights activist, I’ve seen that the
criminalisation of abortion, the two child cap under
Universal Credit and Tier 4 visa conditions regarding
pregnancy deny reproductive justice to some of the
most marginalised in our society.
If elected, I will:
Develop a reproductive justice campaign to include:

Workshops and panels discussing the relationship
between reproductive justice and black feminism;
Lobbying for reform of Tier 4 visa policy to allow
international students, regardless of nationality, to
be able to give birth in the UK;

Opposing the two child cap under Universal Credit
and cuts to sexual health services;
Raising awareness about barriers to accessing trans
healthcare, working with the NUS LGBT+ Officer to
campaign for expanded access to assisted
reproductive technologies and PrEP; and
Lobbying for the decriminalisation of abortion
throughout the UK and supporting the Abortion
Support Network.
Develop policy and resources for a student maternity
rights campaign. This will focus on fighting for the
following:
Flexible working systems;
Student maternity leave;
Nursing facilities on campuses; and
Financial support for pre-delivery costs under the
Parents' Learning Allowance.

CHALLENGING THE STATE
Women across society continue to be disproportionately
impacted by austerity, inhumane treatment in detention
centres and precarious employment.
If elected, I will:
Support student activists to continue fighting against
the marketisation of education.
Support grassroots movements to protect precarious
workers in institutions who are disproportionately
women.
Continue the “Supporting Women in Detention”
campaign.
Raise awareness of how period poverty is caused by
austerity and continue to fight period poverty by
lobbying for the availability of free menstrual products
not only in secondary schools but in primary schools,
colleges, universities and wider community spaces.
Support student sex workers by:
Fighting for student sex workers' tenant rights;
Working with Students Unions to better advertise
and improve support available to student sex
workers; and
Lobbying for the decriminalisation of sex work at a
national level.

LIBERATION LIBERATION
LIBERATION!

In a time of dramatic NUS reform, it's vital that we fight for
a student movement which upholds Audre Lorde’s
observation that “we do not lead single-issue lives” and
strengthen our work with other Liberation Campaigns
accordingly.
If elected, I will:
Continue Gendered Islamophobia panels around the
UK and submit evidence to the independent review of
Prevent on its specific failings in targeting Muslim
women.
Work with the NUS Trans and LGBT+ campaigns in
responding to the outcomes of the Gender
Recognition Act review and lobbying political parties.
Produce a toolkit for students and Students Unions
on developing and sustaining women’s spaces, and
combatting transphobic gatekeeping of these spaces.
Fight to defend spaces for queer women in further
and higher education.
Work with the NUS Black Students Campaign to
develop a resource pack and respective workshops
on anti-racist feminism and decolonising feminism in
educational institutions.
Continue to work with the Disabled Students
Campaign to call for a Stop and Scrap of Universal
Credit.
Demand institutional divestment from fossil fuels and
educate students on climate justice as a feminist
issue.
Create an informal working group to function as a
Women's Committee and feed into the Women's
Campaign's work.

Claire Sosienski Smith
Women's Officer, Cambridge
University Students' Union:
“Rachel's focus on the structural inequalities we must
tackle demonstrates her experience as an activist, and
she knows that it is our differences which make our
movement stronger. We need her experience,
sensitivity and commitment at the heart of the NUS: so
we can work collaboratively across campuses, centre
voices that are too often ignored and engage
strategically with bodies like Universities UK to make
sure that all women can access education. I cannot
wait to see the amazing work that Rachel will continue
to do as our next NUS Women's Officer. We are part
of the legacy of incredible full-time and part-time
women's officers across the UK who know that
meaningful material change comes to those who
organise and fight for liberation in everything they do.”

CONTACT ME

Twitter: @Rachelagain
Facebook: /RACHELFORWO

